
Diffusion & Osmosis Labs



Cell membranes are selectively 
permeable due to their structure.









Growth and dynamic 
homeostasis are maintained by 

the constant movement of 
molecules across membranes.







Extent of the concentration gradient:

Mass of the molecules diffusing:

Temperature:

Solvent density:

Solubility:

Surface area and thickness of the 
plasma membrane:

Distance travelled:

Factors that Affect Diffusion (OpenStax 5.2)

https://openstax.org/books/biology-ap-courses/pages/5-2-passive-transport








Identify the principal driving movement in diffusion, such as depicted here.
A. concentration gradient
B. membrane surface area
C. particle size
D. temperature









21. Discuss why the following affect the rate of diffusion: molecular size, 
temperature, solution density, and the distance that must be traveled.
1. Larger molecules move faster than lighter molecules. Temperature affects the 

molecular movement. Density is directly proportional to the molecular movement. 
Greater distance slows the diffusion.

2. Larger molecules move slower than lighter molecules. Increasing or decreasing 
temperature increases or decreases the energy in the medium, affecting molecular 
movement. Density is inversely proportional to molecular movement. Greater 
distance slows the diffusion.

3. Larger molecules move slower than lighter molecules. Temperature does not affect 
the rate of diffusion. Density is inversely proportional to molecular movement. 
Greater distance speeds up the diffusion.

4. Larger molecules move slower than lighter molecules. Increasing or decreasing 
temperature increases or decreases the energy in the medium, affecting molecular 
movement. Density is inversely proportional to the molecular movement. Greater 
distance speeds up the diffusion.



23. If a doctor injected a patient with what was labeled as an isotonic saline solution, but then the 
patient died, and an autopsy revealed that several of the patient's red blood cells had burst, such 
as in the image on the right, would it be true that the injected solution was really isotonic? Why or 
why not?

A. False, the solution was hypertonic.
B. False, the solution was osmotic.
C. False, the solution was hypotonic.
D. True, the solution was isotonic.



1. Fructose, being a monosaccharide, diffused through the 
dialysis bag into the distilled water. However, lactose, 
being a disaccharide, could not diffuse through the 
dialysis bag.

2. Fructose was homogenized by lactose, allowing the 
fructose to diffuse through the dialysis bag and into the 
distilled water. Lactose is not homogenized, so it could 
not pass through the dialysis bag.

3. Fructose and lactose are oppositely charged and 
separated out due to the force of repulsion.

4. Fructose diffused because of the pore specificity of the 
semipermeable membrane, not because of its 
concentration gradient.

An experiment was set up to determine the movement of molecules through a dialysis-tubing bag 
into water. A dialysis-tubing bag containing 5% lactose and 5% fructose was placed in a beaker of 
distilled water, as illustrated. After four hours, fructose is detected in the distilled water outside of the 
dialysis-tubing bag, but lactose is not. What conclusions can be made about the movement of 
molecules in this experiment?










